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Business Value of the Utility
Network
Executive
Summary

The next 5 years will bring more change to utilities than the
previous 50 have. The workforce will rapidly evolve. Skilled workers
will retire at an alarming pace. Electrification of transportation will
mushroom. Renewable energy and carbon reduction regulation will
continue. Infrastructures will age faster than their replacements.
Climate change and severe weather patterns will increase.
Customer demands will rapidly climb. Sensor deployment will soar.
These issues led Esri to enhance its approach to network
management. The result was the release of ArcGIS Utility Network
or commonly known as the utility network.

Improvements to workflows reveal the value
of the utility network.
What supports value? It is more than financial. It involves customer performance,
reliability, resiliency, and restoration time. Keeping employees, contractors and
customers safe is job one. Utilities must comply with rules and regulations. Avoiding
fines, audits and bad press builds the corporate value.
The mission of any utility is to satisfy its four stakeholders:

■
■
■
■

Shareholders or owners. Utilities measure how well the company manages
its financial performance. They determine value by revenue, expense,
capital spending and profit.
Customers. Utilities must provide highly reliable service as measured by
outage duration and frequency and rapid fulfillment of service connection
requests.
Employees (and contractors). Utilities must provide employees the tools and
processes to assure safe operation.
Communities. Utilities must comply with all rules of the community. Bad
press, fines and audits erode the utility’s reputation.

Utilities face numerous challenges outside their direct control. How well utilities meet
the increased severity of weather events, cyber and physical attacks and the
pandemic determines business value as well.
These features provide value to utility workflows:

■
■
■

Advanced network modeling
Visualization and analysis
Architecture and security.

Advanced network modeling includes detailed structure data. Structures include, for
example, poles, cabinets, vaults and buildings. Networks can be tiered into their
majority categories such as transmission, distribution and pressure zones. Portions of
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the network can be analyzed as single entities. These are called subnetworks.
Terminals are modeled in detail.
Visualization and analysis capability include tracing through the entire network.
Schematic representations called diagrams can be created automatically.
Containments model the data of assets inside other assets. Examples include cables
in conduits, fiber strands in fiber cables and switches in cabinets.
Web services architecture underpins the utility network. Additional security is
enhanced by user types and roles.
Design and engineering, operations management, asset management and customer
care are four common workflows that greatly benefit from the utility network.

■ Design and Engineering. The utility network is built on web services. This makes

■

■

■

project collaboration simple and immediate. Engineers and designers can
realistically visualize their projects in both 2D and 3D. Analytics can aid in the
optimization of project planning and logistics. Advanced features such as nonspatial features and containment provide real-world modeling.
Operations Management. Immediate data access minimizes errors delivering
operations workers a safer and more secure working environment. This assures
fast action from the dispatchers to the on-site workers. Direct data access
delivers a high degree of worker efficiency, shortening job time.
Asset Management. Asset management requires outstanding data quality. The
utility network enforces business rules and network logic. The utility network
provides insights to managing assets. Capabilities such as 3D and artificial
intelligence/machine learning advance the precision of asset management.
Customer Care. Customers demand self-service. The utility network provides
customer access to utility services. It delivers real-time updates to outages,
status of on-going work and updates public access maps.

Improving workflows, meeting challenges and taking advantage of trends requires
transformation. This involves new technology and a new approach to work. Since
location is so crucial, the utility network and the ArcGIS platform delivers the right
technology at this critical time.

Business Value
and Key
Performance
Indicators (KPIs)

There is a difference between business value and return on investment (ROI).
ROI focuses on financials. Business value has a broader meaning. It includes
other key performance indicators (KPIs) such as reliability, customer service and
satisfaction, safety and compliance.
Utilities measure success by balancing the needs of their four major stakeholders.
They form the basis for the KPIs.
Shareholders - require the company perform financially well. The major KPIs include
revenue, capital spending or CAP/EX, operations expenses or OP/EX and profit.
Contributing factors include costs of materials, labor, benefits, contractors, business
continuity, and cyber security.
Customers - require good service. KPIs include reliability, and the time it takes to
obtain a connection for new service. Customer satisfaction surveys scores are
carefully measured by corporate executives and are critical KPIs.
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Employees - demand and expect a safe working environment. They also expect the
proper tools and training. KPIs include numbers of accidents reported to the
government and the measure of their job satisfaction.
Community - needs companies to perform legally. The regulators represent
community. KPIs include the number of fines imposed, aesthetics, meeting standards
of compliance and communication.
How to determine business value of a product, service or initiative? By measuring its
impact on one or more of the utility’s key performance indicators. The purpose of this
document is to link the capabilities of the utility network and the ArcGIS platform that
it unlocks to KPIs. This provides the basis for the business value of the utility
network.
Esri developed this technology to address the changing landscape of utilities as
indicated in the next section.

Utility Trends and
Challenges

Over the next decade, utilities will be faced with enormous challenges and
opportunities. They will need to transform their business to address the
opportunities. Here are some of the trends and challenges. .

Business Challenges
■ Short-term Revenue Shortfalls - As the population has shifted to work at home,

■

energy demand has changed. Customer owned solar and battery systems erode
electric revenues. Even gas customers who adopt solar may consider switching
to all electric.
Budget constraints - The eroding revenues result in lower operating and capital
budgets that put pressure on needed activities such as inspection and
maintenance. Needed capital work may be postponed.
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■ Competition - Traditional electric and gas utilities operated as regulated
■

■
■

■

monopolies. While this business model is still true for the delivery business, even
that segment is being challenged by solar energy.
Regulatory Uncertainty– Since portions of the utility business are heavily
regulated, utilities face changing regulations with every change of government,
which can disrupt the business. Decarbonization with potential carbon taxing
creates business uncertainty.
Compliance - Regulators are increasing pressures to adhere to latest best
practices and safety compliance.
Customer Demands -Increased competition in electricity markets from distributed
energy resources (DERs) like solar, wind and energy storage, and in gas from
renewables and hydrogen is shifting demands. Electric utilities are having to
adjust to new loads caused by electric vehicles.
Customer Choice - Demands for a higher engagement and customer response.
Utilities are falling behind in their approach to customer expectations. The
American Customer Satisfaction Index ranks utilities at about 72 to 73 out of 100.

Infrastructure Challenges
■ Response to Electrification - The current delivery system is not positioned to deal
with a future of full replacement of fossil fuels with electricity.

■ Response to Decarbonization – Some natural gas utilities are looking at ways to

■

■

migrate to other commodities, such as hydrogen. Any change may necessitate
replacement of some metallic pipe. Injection of renewable gas at certain locations
may affect operations of the gas network.
Aging Assets - Assets continue to age while demands increase. The American
Society of Civil Engineers (ACSE) published their scorecard on the U.S.
Infrastructure in 2017. The overall ranking was a D-, while the energy
infrastructure was not far ahead at D+.
Extreme Weather/Disasters - Every year, wildfires break new records for
devastation. Hurricanes floods, extremes of heat and cold raise havoc for utilities.
This trend is expected to continue.

Challenges of People and Process
■ The Evolving Workforce - The workforce is evolving rapidly. Millennials are

■
■

■

briskly replacing baby boomer workers who relied mainly on their collective
knowledge of the business. According to a 2017 Department of Energy Report,
25% of utility workers will be eligible to retire in the next 5 years. That same
report forecasts that 50% will be eligible to retire in 10 years. Interpolating to
today, the forecast states that 25% would be eligible to retire in 2 years. Given
the pandemic and economic impact that number may be understated.
COVID-19 – The pandemic has forced companies to adjust their processes
quickly. Utilities must perform their normal work while their employees, who must
interact with customers are a risk.
Energy Transition/Grid Modernization – Utilities have recognized the threat they
face with old infrastructure, cyber and physical security attacks and the need for
higher resilience, particularly in the face of extreme events such as wildfires,
floods and hurricanes. In addition, government and customers are demanding
green energy.
Data Quality and Timeliness – Utilities still rely on paper forms and maps. This
has resulted in data errors and latency. This will inhibit the move toward more
grid automation.
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The utility of today and tomorrow is as much about the flow of information as it is
about the flow of electrons and molecules.

Utility Trends
■ New Business Models – Renewable energy, net metering, micro-grids create
new opportunities for traditional utilities.

■ Decentralization – A shift is taking place from large central supplies of gas and
■
■

■
■
■
■
■

power to more localized supplies, causing a change in both operations and
financial transactions. Two-way flow of power and data is now common.
Digitization – The control of utilities has been accomplished by analog devices.
Digital automation has largely replaced analog devices. The internet of things
(IoT) has redefined the notion of control and monitoring.
New Technology - Information technology has exploded in capability. Smart
phones, IoT, synchro phasers, the cloud, web services, 5G, fiber to the home,
(FTTH), wireless charging were not in the market as recently as twenty years
ago.
Shift from Manual Processes – Utilities are relying more on machine learning,
business intelligence and augmented reality to supplant staff.
Movement Away from Custom Stand-alone Technology Solutions – Utilities seek
commercial out of the box solutions. They seek platforms that interoperate with
one another.
Mobility – More and more workers outside the office are being equipped with
mobile devices for their jobs.
Smart Cities – Cities are investing in smart city technologies driven by the
Internet of Things and sensors. Utilities are becoming partners in this movement.
Collaboration Technology – Social media has driven utilities to move toward
greater coordination with their stakeholders – particularly their customers.

Both the challenges and trends have location at their core. The utility network and the
capabilities that it unlocks in the ArcGIS platform provide the technology needed to
battle the challenges and enable the trends.

Utility Network
Foundation
Capabilities

The utility network is the complete set of activities that create, edit, manage,
analyze, visualize, and share network information with ArcGIS. These activities
are enabled for specific user types within ArcGIS Enterprise.
The utility network unlocks the capabilities of the ArcGIS platform. It is not something
separate from it. Esri built this utility network information model for utilities and
telecommunications organizations. It results from significant research and
development effort that Esri developed in collaboration with the global utilities and
telecommunications communities. The utility network adds value in these ways:

■ Advanced Network Modeling
■ Visualization and Analytics
■ Architecture and Security
Advanced Network Modeling
The utility network models the assets that make up the network—such as wires,
pipes, valves, generators, poles, conduits, devices, and circuits – as they appear on
the ground. It delivers real-world network behavior. It has the capability to model
utility networks from production to the end use customer. Advanced network
modeling consists of:
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Structure Networks
Structure network – structures such as duct banks, conduits trenches, poles are
modeled completely. As in real networks, structure networks can be shared by
several utility networks, such as an electric network and telecom network can
share a single structure network, which would have poles modelled. Users can
create rules that allow or limit certain devices to be attached to structures. For
example, an underground transformer cannot be attached to a pole.

Domain Networks
Domain networks – electric, gas, telecom, water, district heating/cooling networks
are all modeled. Users can even create their own specialized network models.
For example, a user could create their own electrical network if it better meets
their unique needs. Or a user could create a domain network, not offered by Esri.
An example might be a private auxiliary communication system that supports a
special purpose, such as a hybrid microwave, coax system serving electric relay
protection.

Network Tiers
Network can be organized into specific groups, called network tiers. For example,
a network tier could be electric or gas transmission. Another could be high
pressure gas distribution or a low voltage secondary electrical network.

Subnetworks
A subnetwork is a part of the network that can be treated as an individual entity
and makes sense to be analyzed as one. An electric distribution circuit or feeders
is an example of a subnetwork. While it consists of many components, such as
switches and transformers, the utility network can also treat the circuit as if it was
a single feature.

Asset Types and Groups
Asset types and groups provide the ability to model the major and minor
classification of features in the network.
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Terminals
Terminals are logical connections that control how features connect to one
another, and, define the valid pathways across the network.

Additional Advanced Network Modeling Capabilities
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Provides an operational view of how assets are configured.
Impose data validation and rules.
Crafts connectivity of objects explicitly or based on geographic coincidence.
Creates attribute rules.
Integrates with AutoCAD.
Creates and enforces attribute and network rules
Allows attributes to determined based on the result of an action or
computation.
Provides for present, future and past versions of the network
Models Non-spatial assets that have no geometry but can participate in
connected networks. An example is a strand in a fiber optic cable.

Visualization and Analysis
The utility network provides an array of analysis and tracing tools to support a large
variety of analytic workflows. Users can explore how the network is affected by realworld events such as storms, outages, or equipment failure. They can discover how
features in the network are connected and trace how resources flow through the
network. Users can track the proximity and associations of assets to one another
including equipment inside other assets. Types of visualization and analysis
capabilities include:

Containments
Networks can contain other asset elements. The ability to see, model and
analyze what assets are inside others is the function of containment. For
example, a switch cabinet contains bus bars, switches, breakers and control
devices.

Tracing
Tracing enables users to analyze the logical pathways and determine the flow of
commodities through a network. Tracing examines the path and returns features
based on connectivity from a given start point. Tracing can be used to determine
schematic diagrams as noted below.

Diagrams
Diagrams – utilities use schematic representations of their networks for planning
and outage management. These representations are automatically created.
Diagrams provide a useful symbolic representation of the network. Both maps
and diagrams are dynamic views of the same underlying data.

Additional Visualization and Analytic Key Features
■
■
■

Creates and edits representations of every type of electric utility equipment
in 2D and 3D
Models past, current and future network states for planning.
Performs advanced network functions on mobile devices, such as isolation
and circuit analysis.
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■
■
■
■
■

Demonstrates impacts to the network based upon load or weather events.
Dynamically queries assets and makes calculations and charts
Produces dynamic reports
Visualizes network analysis in real-time dashboards
Incorporates historical views

Architecture and Security
The utility network is based on a services architecture. It has built in security for
greater integrity of the data.

Access and roles
The utility network is not only secure, but it provides additional controls through
user types. They not only control what a user can see plus who has access to
features and functions. It also controls what a user can do.

Services Based
Services based architecture provides independence between the data repository,
the logic and the user interface. This eases integration with other utility systems
such as supervisory, control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, ADMS,
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), work and asset systems and network
analysis applications. Benefits include greater scalability and performance.

Additional Architecture and Security Key Features
■
■
■
■
■
■
Utility Network
and IT/OT
Integration

Communicates with all stakeholders, both within the utility and outside to
customers, contractors, regulators and other utilities
Delivers services, such as weather, traffic, lightning to all users
Enables self-service portals
Presents network data to any device
Creates agile deployment options across platforms
Accurately represents asset data export to other systems including industry
standard protocols such as the IEC Common Information Model (CIM)

Legacy systems designed during the late 1990’s and early 2000’s were good in
their day. But not for today business climate and challenges. Networks have
increased in complexity. So have the applications required to manage them.
Operational technology (OT) now resembles Information technology (IT) systems
more than in the past. Networks will continue to get smarter with the deployment
of intelligent sensors. That means real-time data is needed to improve decision
making. Strong technology drivers will break down legacy IT/OT boundaries.

GIS Creates Harmony with Corporate Systems
The industry is undergoing unprecedented changes. Yet they often face today's
challenges with yesterday's methods. To manage a modern grid, all the enterprise
technology must work together – in perfect harmony. The network of yesterday
doesn’t meet the demands of today – neither does yesterday’s technology. The utility
network helps create harmony with IT and OT applications. Success depends on how
well utilities challenge legacy thinking. To achieve the necessary digital
transformation goals and adapt to the increasing challenges, utilities need to rethink
their processes, people and technology.
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Challenges include natural events, aging assets, regulatory shifts and adaptation to
new technology. Utilities are historically averse to change and have institutionalized
rigid siloed practices that place obstacles to achieving the necessary change.
Traditional IT investments take too long and solve old problems. Often utilities lack
the know how or will to rapidly adapt to change. They need to look ahead now to
adapt the right technology for tomorrow’s challenges.
Utilities need three things: modern technology, better integration and streamlined
workflows.
Electricity mix is more complicated than ever with renewable energy. As the network
had evolved and increased in complexity, so have the applications required to
manage it. The boundaries between IT and OT are becoming more and more blurred.
GIS is the conduit that brings IT and OT into perfect harmony. A modern GIS
connects information and workflows from the desktop to the field, and into the control
room. The utility network is architected to bring enterprise systems together to
maximize strategic investments. Not doing this brings dissonance, placing obstacles
to any of the systems’ full potential. Upgrades that look at individual systems without
consideration of the role a modern GIS plays will fail to achieve the forecasted
business value and achieve enterprise systems harmony.

The Three Pillars of Utility Technology
Utilities who look to the three pillars of technology in perfect harmony will discover it
creates and enables digital twins. The first is ERP or Enterprise Resource Planning.
The second is one or more control systems such as EMS (Energy Management
System), SCADA (System Control and Data Acquisition) and ADMS (Advanced
Distribution Management System). They help manage the operations of their
network. The third is GIS, with the utility network being the foundation. No one
system owns all the data. It’s the combination of each system data and processes
that produces the digital twin.
ERP is the heart. Control systems, such as ADMS is the brain and GIS, the nervous
system.

ERP and GIS
ERP manages work, asset management, customer and financial processes. GIS
collaborates with location, behavior and relationships. GIS and ERP together
produce optimal designs. ERP provides the transactions and scheduling, while
GIS clarifies spatial behaviors and relationships for optimal asset management.

Control Systems and GIS
Advanced control systems are or have been deployed at most utilities. The utility
network creates more alignment of the data model with each of these systems. It
maintains the details and asset specifications required to support the control
systems. Like with ERP, utilities need to look at control systems and GIS projects
together to assure harmony. GIS provides additional resources to control room
personal to supplement ADMS, SCADA and EMS

Integration is the Key to the Digital Twin
The utility network brings advanced tools to bring harmony to ERP and the control
systems to all workers, including mobile ones. ERP, GIS and control systems form
the three strategic pillars of utilities. GIS’s system of engagement socializes nearly all
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utility information. It’s the harmony among the three pillars that form the basis of the
digital twin. The utility network is the foundation for that harmony.

Unlocking Value
Through
Workflows

The purpose of this section is to map the major capabilities of the utility network
to common utility workflows. It then links the value to one or more of the KPIs of
the utility and how those KPIs can be positively impacted. The following are four
of the most common use cases in which the value of the utility network provides
substantial value

Use Case – Design and Engineering
The utility network enhances the design and engineering workflows in these three
ways:

■ Project Collaboration
■ Advanced Visualization
■ Real World Modeling
Project Collaboration
One of the most significant features of the utility network is the use of web
services. This creates immediate project collaboration.

■
■
■

Web services enables designs created in the utility network to be available
from desktop, to web to mobile devices - not a download, not an export, but
direct connection to apps.
Provides a platform for communication and to share status of projects to
executives, managers and on-site staff.
Users can see multiple projects in different phases of planning, engineering,
design or construction.

Advanced Visualizations
The trend today is to design and visualize in 3D. For example, realistic electric
transmission towers and distribution lines can be visualized. Users can set
conductor alignment, insulator type, 3D catenaries and support structures. Here
are some additional capabilities:
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■
■
■
■
■
■

3D views provide engineers analytics on factors such as river crossings
heights and clearances.
Presents context of the assets and their surroundings.
Containments allow visualization inside assets and structures.
Connectivity can be analyzed and viewed in both 2D and 3D.
Seamless integration with AutoCAD.
Ease of integration with an endless array of design tools and applications.

Real-World Modeling
Real-world modeling of assets with many features that share the same
geographical space is made possible with the utility network. One of the most
exciting new features of the utility network is called non-spatial objects. In the
past, only objects or assets that have defined geography can participate in a
connected network. For example, for a pipe segment to be part of a pipe
network, it would have to have at least the coordinates of the beginning and end
of the pipe. And if another pipe shared the same coordinates of the pipe, the two
pipes could be connected. Sometimes that is not desirable.
As an example, it would be ideal to have an object, such as a cable inherit the
coordinates of the conduit that contains the cable. Yet if there are two or more
cables in the pipe, since they share the same coordinates, the cables would
connect. With non-spatial objects the cables would be treated separately, and
users determine connectivity. Here are some examples of how this would work.

■
■
■
■

Strands of fiber in a fiber optic cable can be traced even though they do not
have coordinates if they inherit the location of the fiber cable coordinates.
Cables in conduit can be modelled in their exact location within duct banks.
The utility network can create diagrams of the schematic representation of
non-spatial features.
Non-spatial features can be connected to spatial features for a complete
representation.
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Benefits for Design and Engineering

The utility network optimizes designs. 3D, direct connection with on-site personnel,
consuming web services saves material and labor costs. Designs can be adjusted in
real-time to calm regulators and citizens. Editing has built-in rules that prevent errors
from the start. When designs are accurate, as-built changes are fewer. As-builts
happen in real time. This eliminates costly back logs of un-posted work orders.
Finally, great designs create safer projects, reducing accidents. Great tools provide a
morale boost for all employees.
The KPIs for design and engineering includes:

■
■
■
■
■

Lower CAP/Ex
Higher reliability
Better service level agreements for network updates
Improved data quality and completeness
Fewer accidents
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■ Safer environment
■ Stricter compliance
With the utility network users achieve higher quality designs at a lower cost. Better
designs support operations personal as well.

Use Case – Operations Management
As utilities continue to be challenged to deliver more work with fewer resources, they
require solutions that will improve the safety, reliability, efficiency and productivity of
their operations. The utility network brings value to operations management in these
ways:

Safety
Accidents occur when employees have unclear or stale information. The utility
network brings real-time information to on-site personnel.

■
■
■
■
■

Eliminates paper-based process and legacy systems that result in crews
working on out-of-date information.
Delivers to a modern workforce accurate, current and access to the required
data to perform their work
Both the control room and the on-site employees obtain additional
awareness of the operational parameters of system.
The same view is available in the office, or an on-site mobile device. The
alerts from sensors are shown to all users.
Users can zoom in for as much detail as needed, collect new data, and
share it with the organization.

Reliability
Reliability is a key concern for utilities. Service interruptions and emergencies are
everyday occurrences for operations staff. The first task is to understand the
scope and impact of any unplanned event. Then, the team must isolate the
problem and restore service to as many customers as quickly as possible. This
requires examining the network to find isolation points and restoration options.
Factors that influence reliability include:
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■
■
■

Crews use mobile network functions to respond to dangerous situations
where energized wires are down. Using the utility network, they determine
they must open this fuse to isolate the danger.
Their action creates an unplanned interruption to some number of
customers thus triggering reporting requirements, and the need to prioritize.
By tracing downstream, the utility network analyzes that portion of the
network that is de-energized. It reports all the equipment, critical
infrastructure, and customers that are out of service.

Workforce Efficiency
For effectiveness, work must be related to network assets – factoring in criticality,
regulatory requirements, and location. The utility network captures fine, realworld detail. It brings in other data with the power of location. That enables
analytics to optimize operation’s activities. Other efficiency factors:

■
■
■
■
■
■

Dashboards provide up to the minute situational awareness underpinned by
the data from the utility network.
Sub-networks provide rich data for analysis - reflecting the way most
agencies manage troubleshooting, inspections, and service levels.
Better analysis optimizes maintenance programs and capital improvement
planning.
Mobile real-time information on devices provide the right information, related
to their work.
When on-site employees make updates, they capture the information once
– at the source.
Facilitates access, to make safe and respond.
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Benefits for Operations Management

Network management in ArcGIS accumulates understanding for operations. When
users pull together the work, people, and real-time data and consider them they get a
complete operational picture with everything they need to run the system well -- today
and into the future
Those capabilities deliver valuable benefits to the organization. When workers on-site
have the same information as dispatchers, they will be safer. Workers that have
access to real-time sensor data, and analytics to aid them in service restoration will
be more efficient. Network analytics grant workers the opportunity to tune budgets
and supplemental requests.
The utility network impacts these key performance indicators for operations
management:

■ Injury rates
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■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Reliability targets, such as SAIDI and SAIFI for electric utilities
Customer satisfaction scores
Expenses – OP/EX
Financial targets such as earnings per share
System losses include technical and loss due to theft
Network utilization
Compliance

Use Case – Asset management
The utility network adds value in these three areas of asset management:

■ Data Management
■ Engineering and Governance
■ Advancing Capabilities
Data Management
Asset management requires outstanding data quality. In survey after survey
utilities have complained about the quality and precision of their network data.
The utility network enforces business rules and network logic to ensure data
quality is maintained. Here are some of the capabilities of the utility network for
data maintenance:

■
■
■
■
■

Network rules – validates network design and data capture based on
predefined rules and logic.
Edits to the network are validated to ensure no rules are broken.
Rules are enforced to prevent editing errors. For example, users are not
allowed to connect a low voltage line to the primary terminals of a
transformer.
The utility network validates the design at the point of entry. Validation
assures that the rules are adhered to.
If users enter a wrong attribute, an error-message displays.
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Engineering and Governance
The utility network provides insights to managing assets. As noted above utilities
complain about their data quality. Many do not have a complete record of their
assets or their locations. Here are some of the capabilities of the utility network
for engineering and governance critical for asset management:

■
■
■
■

Sub-network management allows users to aggregate reporting. It
determines counts very quickly and easily. Reporting is streamlined.
Simple dashboards group assets to visualize and report
Integration with other systems is simple and secure.
Health indexing provides information about assets age, condition and failure
rates. These can be visualized. Users can then extend other data sets from
other systems.

Advancing Capabilities
Over the last several years drone imagery and data capture is advancing modern
asset management. Drone imagery along with 3D visualization, artificial
intelligence/machine learning and augmented reality are becoming mainstream.
All advance the practice of asset management and are enabled by the utility
network and ArcGIS capabilities. Here are some examples of advanced
capabilities of ArcGIS and the utility network for asset management:

■
■
■
■
■
■

Image capture, classification, and change detection.
Integration with Lidar, point cloud data and feature extraction tools.
True 3D digital walkthroughs of assets.
Advanced vegetation management.
Sway and sag analysis.
Underground 3D visualization using augmented reality.

Benefits for Asset Management
Asset management requires high data quality. It also requires that the data is
captured on-site and communicated immediately to the enterprise. The utility
network is mobile enabled. Employees can take data to the job site. They see the
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most current data. They update it. It goes directly back into the corporate GIS.
Not only is that happening, it’s validating on site. It ensures what users are
entering is valid and accurate. It connects the right type of assets due to
business logic and rules.
Asset lifecycle management is evolving from time-based maintenance into
reliability centered maintenance and into financially optimized maintenance
programs. Visualizing vulnerabilities, monitoring and validating risk advances the
mission of asset management. It provides the tools to optimize the financial
assessments.

The following are some of the key performance indicators of asset management the
utility network impacts and improves:

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Reduced lost time
Improved Regulatory Reporting and transparency
Mean time to failure (MTTF) and mean time to repair (MTTR)
Asset health and condition
Risk mitigation
Adhering to ISO55000 and best practices
Regulations and compliance

Use Case - Customer Care
Customer care and utility success go hand in hand. That is why utilities place such a
high priority on customer care. They seek satisfied customers for life. In many cases,
with a detailed definition of the connected network and geography, those lifelong
relationships start on a map. This allows prospective customers to click their location
to see what network services are available to them. If there are none, to request
connection. The utility network and capabilities of ArcGIS that it unlocks enhances
customer care in these ways:
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Serviceability
When a customer needs new service, an obvious question arises. Is there
infrastructure to support the service. In some situations, a utility may be in
competition for those services. For example, a gas utility may not have mains
close to the customer. Determining if a customer’s request is available is a
concept called serviceability. Since it is intimately tied to the location of
customers and to utility assets, ArcGIS and the utility network are critical
elements in the workflow of serviceability. These elements support serviceability:

■
■
■
■

Analysis to understand how well the existing network matches up with
where prospective new customers are located, and to plan where new
network investments may make sense.
Self-service – the ability for customers to determine serviceability.
Utilities visualizing where new requests for service are located for better
fulfillment planning.
Providing time analysis of performance meeting customer requests.

Real-Time Updates
Customers want to know the latest about their status. Today’s modern networks
are extremely reliable. But, on occasion for planned or unplanned reasons, an
outage can occur. At these times, the tracing capabilities of the utility network
and the real-time capabilities of the ArcGIS platform enable operations personnel
to stay current on the latest situation. The utility network and ArcGIS support
real-time updates in these ways:

■
■
■
■
■

Dashboards with services provided by the utility network provide real-time
updates of situations as they are developing.
Advanced analysis of the impact of utility actions on customers, particularly
critical care customers and vulnerable populations.
Optimized evacuation routes.
Collaboration technologies to combine information from public safety, local
government and regulator data.
Post event audit trails.
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Public Awareness Maps
Public awareness is an important part of customer care. While customer service
representatives can pass along to customers the latest information, they glean
from the internal dashboard map, a utility also can also prepare a public version
of the same real-time data for customers to access themselves on demand.
Other features of public awareness maps:

■
■
■

Public maps typically may include basic safety information.
Various map views at varying levels of detail
Search capabilities with the latest information continually accessible so that
each customer can decide when they want to check for the latest on their
individual status/

Benefits for Customer Care
Customer care can be thought of as the process of a utility seeking, connecting,
serving, and satisfying the needs and expectations of those buying what it
delivers. Delivery, of course, is via a network. And satisfying customers in many
cases depends upon how well the organization understands the network, and
how and where a customer is connected to it.
The capabilities of self-service, network definition, customer locating, tracing,
real-time updates and public situational awareness provide the foundation for
outstanding customer care and service.
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Among the benefits we’ve seen here are convenience, efficiency, understanding,
timeliness, transparency and awareness. These lead to positive impacts on KPIs:

■
■
■
■
■
Enabling Digital
Transformation

Number of customers – increasing business.
Customer satisfaction – keeping customers engaged.
Customer retention.
Response time to unplanned events and routine customer connections and
inquiries.
Regulatory compliance around customer satisfaction and complaints.

The above section maps the capabilities of the utility network to the value they
create in the context of utility operations. They link the impacted KPIs that utilities
track. Utilities have been operating for over a century. For most of their history,
they have not had the benefit of information technology. So, they developed
workflows that relied on manual processes. As they introduced automation, they
often mirrored the legacy processes, resulting in automation silos. That often
resulted in printing forms, handling paper and hand offs. Even with GIS, utilities
often did not have the technology in place to engage with customers, regulators,
other utilities and other departments within the utility.
Digital transformation has two components. First, there must be digital technology
present. The utility network and its ability to unlock capabilities in the ArcGIS platform
provide the technology platform. That’s not enough. The second component is
behavior. Utilities have deep embedded legacy processes. Simply applying new
technology to legacy processes only provides marginal improvements. True digital
transformation can deliver breakthrough benefits and sometimes completely new
ways of doing business.
GIS has been largely linked with automating the process of converting paper maps
into a digital form. That thinking builds barriers to true digital transformation. ArcGIS
and the utility network break those barriers by shifting the paradigm from mapping
automation to modeling. From capturing information that is known to gaining new
insight. From keeping information in silos to granting broad nearly universal access,
analytics and awareness. Finally, it builds communication, collaboration and
coordination to all employees and external stakeholders.
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Improving workflows, meeting challenges and taking advantage of trends requires
transformation. This involves new technology and a new approach to work. Since
location is so crucial, the utility network and the ArcGIS platform delivers the right
technology at this critical time for utilities.
Why move to the utility network?
•

Forms the foundation of a digital twin to improve costs, customer service,
employee care and community impacts

•

Delivers rules that dramatically improves data quality impacting nearly every
aspect the business

•

Unlocks the data for broad enterprise integration with corporate systems

•

Using modern services broadly reaches both inside and outside the utility

•

Substantially improves agility by presenting data in schematics, maps and in
3D
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